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January 2007, Book Review :
I have been studying and collecting Oriental arms since 1968 and I never found, during all
these years, a book so exhaustive, beautiful and useful like M. Moshtagh Khorasani’s
Arms and Armor from Iran. We could call it a “rescue book” because it takes one out from
the mud of doubts, which frequently appear in a collector’s mind. For example, the huge
amount and variety of detailed photos of swords, daggers and armour, can help a
collector to sweep away some uncertainty in distinguishing Mughal from Persian arms,
thus forgetting, as much as possible, the words “Indo-Persian Arms and Armour”
The identification of the different johar , the description of types of steel and methods of
producing crucible steel and the classification of swords are perfectly clear, easy to
understand and widely explained. But what it is really amazing is chapter 8 – The
Shamshir and its variants – with the signatures of Iranian smiths, the translations of the
cartouches and inscriptions, the interesting explanation of the baduh and the details of the
hilts. Il va sans dire that in the book we find all kind of Iranian arms and armour, from
Bronze to Qajar period, being very useful the classification of daggers, often named
wrongly.
Another interesting chapter is No. 22, about symbolism of the lion and the sun and lionbull fighting on Iranian arms and armour. I deeply appreciate this kind of research often
disregarded, while to know the hidden meaning of things enables us to understand the
spirit and background of the object.
My conclusion is that this book is important because it can, by itself, create new,
enthusiastic collectors, widen our frequently narrow-minded knowledge, make clear what
sometimes it is believed to be obscure and put all of us in a condition to enjoy very much
its text and illustrations. It is surely unique and a jewel in the scholar’s and collector’s
library.
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